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About This Game

 COMMAND YOUR ARMY. HACK YOUR ENEMY TO PIECES. TURN THE
HILLS RED.

Deadhold is a gore infused, fast-action, tactical RTS. With support for up to 4 coop players, the gritty dark fantasy world of
Deadhold comes to life through its story driven campaign. In multiplayer, Deadhold supports up to 8 players in teams or 4

players in free for all, and a variety of game modes.

 A NEW KIND OF RTS

Deadhold’s gameplay is a unique mix of real-time tactics essentials like strategic positioning, unit classes, and physically based
simulation similar to such classic games as Myth and Dawn of War 2, combined with the items, loot, and leveling found in

action RPGs like Diablo and Path Of Exile. The result is a fresh take on the tactical RTS that should delight fans of both RTS
and ARPG genres.
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Battles in Deadhold are physically modeled. The flight of an arrow is realistically simulated and will embed inside a units head,
arms, legs or chest. Unit movement is based on physics, increasing the value of tactical positioning: A line of warriors can block

incoming enemies or force them to engage or go around. The explosive bomb wielded by the Sapper can literally dismember
units as body parts explode and fly into the air. Injuries and severed limbs stain the ground realistically with blood.

CAMPAIGN

A dark force has risen in the west, obliterating any who stand in its wake. The last living races have banded together to change
the course of fate, setting Deadhold's campaign in motion. Told from the perspective of the narrator, you'll uncover the history

of the blight, and the truth that lies behind their creation. The 16 mission campaign challenges you to wield the power of the
gods, using tactics and strategy to overcome the onslaught of an overwhelming evil force.

In campaign, the scale of Deadhold’s player choice becomes clear. As a paragon of the Empire, players will choose a Deity in
which to specialize. Spells are unlocked as players earn experience, allowing them to customize their play style. Players can

further customize their builds by slotting relics, runes, and gems, which can drop from defeated enemies.

A tier based leveling system adds significant replay value to the campaign missions. As players progress through each tier, new
and greater challenges and rewards await them: boss-fights, different enemy patrols and tactics, additional mission objectives,

and higher quality items.

MULTIPLAYER

Competitive multiplayer in Deadhold supports team and free for all play, with up to 8 players in a variety of maps and
gamemodes. Leaderboards and tournaments are planned additions during Steam Early Access.
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Title: Deadhold
Genre: Action, Adventure, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Dark Quarry Games
Publisher:
Dark Quarry Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD7000, Geforce 645/860, Intel HD5000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 5 megabit broadband connection.

English
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Beautifully made game by Black Pants Studio.
Control and mechanics in the game are perfect. The level get harder as you are progressing but that's what make it a challenging
game.
There is an enticing love story in the game that you will find out after you finish the game.

I personally LOVE this game.
Definitely A+ recommendation.. Is the same game that you can purchase on iPhone or iPad.
Only designed with a touch screen in mind so if you have
a traditional computer it is not worth the purchase.. Sanjou! Hisshou! Shijou saikyou!!
(Nan da tten da? Furasutoreeshon ore wa tomaranai)
ONE PUNCH! Kanryou! Rensen renshou!
(Ore wa katsu!! Tsune ni katsu!! Asshou!!)
Power! Get the power! Girigiri genkai made. It's a cute collection of illustrations! Not a game, but I don't give a hoot. The music
is fitting

 it is what it is yo ^^. A great example of how you don't need complicated graphics/gameplay in order to tell an effective short
story.. Cool little puzzle game, but it's 2 short.
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I can't wrap my head around how this was created and why it is constantly chilling on the front page but please dont buy this.
You would literally have more fun and interest at playing with your calculator than this. 100% totally accurate parody of Hamlet
by the 'realest' Shakespear.
10\/10 Would definitely *spolier alert* be-beheaded\/die\/kill\/be-killed\/not-be-killed\/blow-up\/be-blown-up\/be\/not-be
again.. This game is awesome. Have time to kill? You're gonna like this game. Unless you don't like it...

DISCLAIMER
THIS GAME HAS LOTS OF BACKTRACKING, AND TRIANGLES, AND ANIMAL NOISES, SO OF YOU DON'T LIKE
THE FIRST TWO,

DO. NOT. PLAY. THIS. GAME.

what I mean is that while you can mute the sound, this game is seemingly endless, some levels are going to take you a couple
seconds to beat, but others. WILL. TAKE. MINUTES. as of writing this review, I have around 2 hours in the game, but I am
only at level 40 :\/
and I'm gonna get all the achievements if its the last damn thing I do.. If you like football or football games you will love this
documentary.. The storyline was very subtle. So subtle to this day I can only speculate on the deeper aspects of its lore. It was
indeed a puzzle platformer and most of the puzzles were easy enough to figure out with some thoughts one or two did elude me
and made me just stare at the screen lost as to the workings of the puzzle. In the end even when I have beat the game i didnt feel
the usual rush of beating a game, i just felt confused and wondering. If you not looking for story and looking for a very short
puzzle platformer than be my guest, take the blue pill and go down the rabbit hole. And when you are done mayhaps you can
join the many scholars and trying to figure out just as to what this whole affair was about, was it a lost couple trapped in
purgatory, was it some kids on shrooms, who knows. 10/10. This totally blows my mind.
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